


About us
GSTHeroTM is an Award-Winning Brand and trademark of 
Perennial Systems, an IT services company started in 2006.

Perennial is part of a $100Million group with offices in USA, 
Singapore and India. We have a team of over 250 employees. 

For more information, please visit www.PerennialSys.com

Over 5,000 companies today are powered by GSTHeroTM:



The Fastest 
GSTR Filing Software
Our GST Return Filing Software eliminates more 

than 300 hours for clients. With automatic features 

and 1-click features, our software makes our 

client’s life really simple.



Use GSTHero with your 
existing ERP. No changes 
required at all.
GSTHero is designed to work with your ERP, no matter 

what ERP you use. From Tally to SAP to Busy to MARG, 

GSTHero will start automating your data preparation and 

cut your work time by 300%.

Why use GSTHero™ for GSTR Filing?
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File GSTR 1, 3B, 9 & 9C with 
total accuracy at 100x speed!
GSTHero is designed to work with your ERP, no matter 

what ERP you use. From Tally to SAP to Busy to MARG, 

GSTHero will start automating your data preparation 

and cut your work time by 300%.

Why use GSTHero™ for GSTR Filing?
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Your data will be validated 
automatically. No more 
manual validation.
GST Hero now automatically corrects wrong GSTN, 

wrong value, wrong HSN code etc. without any 

manual effort from your end.
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Why use GSTHero™ for GSTR Filing?



You will always be 100% 
compliant with GST laws!
GST Hero now automatically corrects wrong GSTN, 

wrong value, wrong HSN code etc. without any 

manual effort from your end.
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Why use GSTHero™ for GSTR Filing?



Get an in-built provisional 
credit management system, 
so that you don’t lose ITC.
In line with the GSTIN mandate, GSTHero shares 

provisional credit information, so that you and your 

clients always stay compliant.
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Why use GSTHero™ for GSTR Filing?



Supplier Notification & 
Advanced Follow-up System
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Why use GSTHero™ for GSTR Filing?

Our automatic notification and follow up system 

will keep your customer’s vendors and suppliers 

notified without any manual effort. 



Multi-Month
Reconciliation Option
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Why use GSTHero™ for GSTR Filing?

You can now initiate reconciliation for invoices across 

multiple months, if single month reconciliation 

is not a good option for you.



6 Key Benefits of GSTHero GSTR Software!
Benefit #1

Easy Integration
Benefit #2

Always GST Compliant
Benefit #3

7 Layer Data Security

You don't have to waste hours. All it 

takes is just 5 minutes of your time, 

and you are ready to go.

You don't have to waste hours. All it 

takes is just 5 minutes of your time, 

and you are ready to go.

You don't have to waste hours. All it 

takes is just minutes of your time, 

and you're ready to go.



6 Key Benefits of GSTHero GSTR Software!
Benefit #4

Quick Implementation
Benefit #5

No Clerical Mistakes
Benefit #6

On-Call Expert Support

You don't have to waste hours. All it 

takes is just 5 minutes of your time, 

and you are ready to go.

You don't have to waste hours. All it 

takes is just 5 minutes of your time, 

and you are ready to go.

You don't have to waste hours. All it 

takes is just minutes of your time, 

and you're ready to go.



Other Solutions by GSTHeroTM!
Product #1

E-Way Bill

An easy to and even easier to 

integrate, our E-Way Bill has cut time 

from hours to minutes for generating 

and printing thousands of E-Way bill. 

5 minute integration with Tally.

Product #2

eInvoice

With the latest compliance, we have 

released eInvoice software for our 

clients to help them generate and print 

eInvoices from within their system no 

matter what ERP they use.

Product #3

SafeSign (DSC)

Our latest digital signature product 

helps businesses easily authorize 

documents without the hassle of 

locating where to sign and process 

more documents faster.



Looking for a demo?
Let’s Connect.

Call us: +91 80077 00800 

Email us: info@gsthero.com

To know more about us visit GSTHero.com

mailto:info@gsthero.com

